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OAP OverviewOAP Overview
Canada France Hawaii (CFH) Telescope Corporation is attempting a new
approach to increase the efficiency and productivity of their research facility
through a project call the Observatory Automation Project (OAP).  A team of
engineers and astronomers are working together to be able to control and monitor
all of the functions of the telescope without ever having to leave their Waimea
headquarters.   This would mean a safer working environment for the observers
who would otherwise need to withstand the harsh conditions of working at the
summit.  Under the OAP, there are many subprojects to help fulfill the general goal
and to ensure the safety of the telescope and its instruments.  Some of the of the
sub-projects that are currently in progress or have been recently completed include
the audio/video project, remotely controlling the mirror covers and cooling systems,
as well as making the telescope control system and the dome shutter controls
work from the CFH Waimea Headquarters.

Background image of  the Rosette Nebula, taken using the camera MegaCam on the Canada France Hawaii Telescope and reduced by Jean-Charles Cuillandre.

Audio/Video Project OverviewAudio/Video Project Overview
This project included:

• Investigating the properties of the AXIS 207 and AXIS 214 cameras selected by
the project manager

Setting up a server to record files received from the cameras
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WebcamsWebcams
The webcams that are used for this project are the AXIS 207 and AXIS 214
models due to their functionality and price.  Part of this project was researching
these models, below are some of the specs.

•Functionality and Design Specs:

•The AXIS 207 is a fixed camera that is focused on one isolated function of
the telescope.  It has both audio and video recording capabilities and has a
VGA resolution of 30 frames/second, 640x480 pixels/frame. Cost:  $300
with 5 installed

•The AXIS 214 is a pan-tilt-zoom camera that surveys a wide field with
multiple functions in view at the same time. This camera also has audio and
video capabilities and 704x580 pixels PAL. Cost:  $1300 with 4 installed

•Easy to use/install

•These lightweight security cameras need only an Ethernet cord and a
power cable to provide live feed.

•Since it is connected to the internet via Ethernet cord, there is no chance
of WiFi signals interfering with data.

Setting Up the ServerSetting Up the Server
The server is programmed in the C language and will record and store audio
and video files onto a computer server located at the Waimea Headquarters for
approximately one week (7 days).

•Main Goals of the Server:
•Record and stop any given camera in real time or time lapse
•List clients and recordings in progress on server
•Automated space regulation

•Purpose of the Server:
•Assist in repair and maintenance of essential components of the
telescope
•Assist the telescope operators to find, report, and have records of
failures
•Constant surveillance of operations, both day and night

Figure 03:  AXIS 214 used for testing,
picture taken by Amber

Figure 04:  AXIS 207 with
mount, picture from AXIS
website
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ResultsResults
Accomplishments over the course of this project:

• Nine cameras installed at the summit and at headquarters

• Software for server (AV Server code, approx 800 lines) written and
debugged

• Hardware for server (computer) ordered, setup, and ready

•Whole server in full operation

•Below are some images taken via the webcams and server. The
first process shown is in time lapse (for processes that take an
hour or longer and do not require sound) and the second in real
time (for fast processes and those that require audio monitoring).

Figures 05, 06, 07 show a time lapse of the dome shutter
closing. This can be taken in time lapse because it takes a
few minutes for the shutter to completely close

Figures 08, 09, 10 show an example of snapshots taken from the
AXIS 207 using real time recording of the mirror covers opening.
This process takes about one minute to complete and requires
many moving parts, therefore both audio and video recording is a
must.

•“Start Failed” only can occur if the
Hardware is off

•“Invalid IP” occurs when someone
outside of the CFH network tries to
log on
•“Record” is able to tell the type of
recording, determine the camera,
duration, and period (period
determines the amount of seconds
before the next snapshot is taken
for time lapse)
•“Stop” sends the signal to
terminate a recording in progress
before it was originally told to end
(through duration)
•“List” tells a client if a camera is
recording something, and if so what
kind of data it is recording (audio,
video, or both)
•“Clients” returns a list of all clients
currently logged on to the server at
a certain time
•“Quit” terminates the user
connection while continuing all
functions the user started
•“Shutdown” ends all current
processes and shuts off the
computer

Audio/Video Server Flowchart

What the 800 lines of code do

Figure 01:  Picture taken from an AXIS
214 camera, titled Mezz at the South
pier

Figure 02:  Example of time lapse (10
second interval from Fig 03), using
the record command on the AV
Server


